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Abstract: This article applies the Bonferroni prioritized induced heavy ordered weighted average
(OWA) to analyze a series of data and focuses on the Bonferroni average and heavy induced pri-
oritized aggregation operators. The objective of the present work is to present a new aggregation
operator that combines the heavy induced prioritized Bonferroni and its formulations and represents
the Bonferroni mean with variables that induce an order with vectors that are greater than one.
This work develops some extensions using prioritization. The main advantage is that different types
of information provided by a group of decision makers to compare real situations are included in this
formulation. Finally, an example using the operators to calculate the transparency of the websites
of the 32 states of Mexico was performed. The main idea was to visualize how the ranking can
change depending on the importance of the five components of the methodology. The main results
show that it is possible to detect some important changes depending on the operator and the experts
considered.

Keywords: Bonferroni means; prioritized aggregation operators; induced aggregation operators;
OWA operator; transparency

1. Introduction

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has recently
recognized open government initiatives as critical drivers of citizens’ trust and key aspects
of the modernization, anticorruption, civic freedom, innovation, financial management
and human resource management of the public sector of a country [1]. Moreover, a culture
of transparency, participation and accountability that conforms to open government yields
opportunities for economic growth, as it promotes the creation of businesses, jobs and
cost-effective public policies [2]. Nonetheless, the design, creation and implementation of
effective open government strategies pose a series of challenges for countries, including
their alignment with national plans, strategic visions, public governance and technological
resources [3–5].

Transparency and access to information are key issues for the establishment of open
governments. Governmental transparency is the ability to determine what is happening
inside the government [6]. Moreover, transparency fosters the accountability of actions and
offers information to citizens regarding governmental decisions [7], thereby dissuading
corruption and promoting efficiency, democracy and legitimacy [8]. In this sense, informa-
tion is an asset, and while some administrations may use it as a trigger for best practices,
others may have a radically different opinion based on their own political, administrative,
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institutional and demographic contexts [9,10]. These variations based on country contexts
constitute the difference between freedom of information laws, their design and operations
and the challenges they have for their nations, e.g., Canada and the United Kingdom or
the open government of the People’s Republic of China [11].

In Mexico, access to information is a citizen’s right composed of three elements:
normative design, institutional design, and procedures for access to public information and
transparency obligations [12]. The National Institute of Transparency (INAI) is a specialized
public institution that regulates transparency at the national level, including access to
information, personal data protection and the development of methodologies to assess
transparency [13]. Additionally, the ranking of transparency websites is measured through
five components: institutional arrangements, open data, vertical collaboration, horizontal
collaboration, and interface [14]. The main difficulties with this formula are that it takes
an average of the results that depend on the state; some of the components are more
important than others. Because the calculation is made with the same weights for each
subindex for all the states, there is no real evaluation of transparency depending on the
specific characteristics and problems of each state.

Recent developments in information technologies have opened the path for assessing
decision-making in systemic environments. Expert and intelligent systems have proven
effective in subjective, uncertain and highly complex scenarios [15,16]. In this context,
to address some of the abovementioned challenges, a combination of several intelligent
systems such as the Bonferroni means [17] and the ordered weighted averaging (OWA)
operator [18] will be used. A special focus will be placed on the following extensions:
(a) the Bonferroni ordered weighted averaging (BON-OWA) operator [19] allows adding in-
formation and making multiple comparisons between input arguments and capturing their
interrelation to present information, (b) the induced ordered weighted averaging (IOWA)
operator [20,21] uses induced variables in the reordering step instead of the traditional
reordering based on the value of the arguments of the OWA operator, (c) the prioritized
ordered weighted averaging (PrOWA) operator [22] introduces a mechanism for assigning
specific weights to the participants in a group decision-making problem, and, finally, (d) the
heavy ordered weighted averaging (HOWA) operator [23] features a nonbounded weight-
ing vector that allows the over- or underestimation of results according to the expectation
and knowledge of the decision maker.

According to Blanco-Mesa, León-Castro and Merigó [24], aggregation operators al-
low joining different pieces of information provided by several sources [25], ensuring the
inclusion of all the fusion information [26,27] and combining several values into a single
value [15,28]. Since the proposal of the BON-OWA operator, several new methodological
contributions have been made, among which those developed by Blanco-Mesa, such as
(1) the Bonferroni means with distance measures applied to entrepreneurship and human
resource management [29,30], (2) the Bonferroni induced operator and heavy operator
applied to enterprise risk management and sale forecasting [31,32], (3) the Bonferroni
OWA variance used in strategic analysis in enterprise risk management [33], and (4) the
Bonferroni covariance OWA used in research and development investment problems [34],
stand out as addressing decision-making problems in business management. Recently,
a paper has been published that proposed measuring transparency with another aggrega-
tion method called the prioritized induced ordered weighted average weighted average
(PIOWAWA) operator. This operator considers the degree of importance, reordering and
weight factors given to the information in the same formulation by the decision maker
and is assessed using a Colombian transparency case [35]. Additionally, formulations
have become widespread, and extensions have been proposed with other operators, such
as the induced OWA operator (IOWA) [20,21], the heavy OWA operator (HOWA) [23],
the OWAWA operator [36] and immediate weights (IWs) [37].

Following the above ideas, it is interesting to explore other operators that can be
combined with the Bonferroni means. In that sense, one of the operators that can be
extended is the prioritized OWA operator [38]. This operator is characterized by balancing
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the impact that a decision maker has on decision problems where he or she does not have
the same position in the final decision, i.e., this operator assigns an additional impact to
some decision makers and less to others. In the case of this research, it is very useful in
problems calculating and evaluating the importance of each component because of their
interrelationship, their interdependence and the importance that various agents have in
this evaluation process.

The objective of this paper is to present a new extension of the BON-OWA operator
using the extensions described above in a single formulation. The introduced operator
is the Bonferroni prioritized induced heavy OWA (BON-PrIHOWA) operator. The main
advantage of this operator is the consideration of a group decision-making problem in
a single formulation including a nonlimited to zero weighting vector and an induced
weighting vector capable of assigning weights according to the highly complex conditions
of the analyzed phenomena. These features allow the analysis of a changing classification
according to the additional information provided and the consideration of new scenarios
for accurate results. The newly introduced BON-PrIHOWA is used as a method for ranking
the transparency portals for the 32 states in Mexico based on experts.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
some of the basic aggregation operators. Section 3 presents the new proposed operator,
the BON-PrIHOWA operator. In Section 4, the evaluation of the characteristics of the
transparency websites in Mexico based on different experts and aggregation operators are
included. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusions of the document are presented.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we review some of the required basic concepts related to the OWA
operator in this article. This operator is supported by criteria that are the bases of a decision
that integrate the expectations of the decision makers in the evaluation that he or she makes
of the set of actions to be taken [39]. Likewise, the OWA operator has the versatility to add
data without losing its mathematical properties. Furthermore, according to the arguments,
the qualifications can obtain evaluated alternatives. Thus, operators such as the HOWA,
IOWA, PrOWA, PIOWA and IHOWA have been proposed and studied. Additionally,
the OWA operator has allowed the development of several extensions that combine new
parameters and interactions with other methods and some other extensions [39]. Among
these, the BON-OWA, BON-HOWA, BON-IOWA and BON-PrOWA will also be studied to
fulfil the purpose of the research. Hence, each of the definitions of the operators mentioned
above is presented below.

2.1. OWA Operator and Its Main Extensions

The OWA operator was introduced by Yager [18], and its main feature is that it is
possible to obtain the maximum and minimum values according to the operator’s rear-
rangement weight. The purpose of this operator is to obtain a single representative value
from the aggregation of a series of data that reflect the predetermined optimism/pessimism
parameters. It is defined as follows:

Definition 1. An OWA operator of dimension n is a mapping of OWA : Rn → R with a weight
vector W of dimension n with ∑n

i=1 wi = 1 and wi ∈ [0, 1] such that:

OWA(a1, a2, .., an) =
n

∑
j=1

wjbj (1)

where bj is the jth element and the largest of the collection a1, a2, . . . , an.

The fundamental characteristic of the OWA operator is that the rearrangement of the
elements or arguments allows argument aj not to be associated with weight wj weight if all
wjs are associated with the position in the order for aggregation.
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Definition 2. As introduced by Merigo and Gil-Lafuente [21], an IOWA operator of dimension n
is an application IOWA : Rn → R that has an associated weight vector W of dimension n where
the sum of the weights is 1, wj ∈ [0, 1], and an induced set of variables of order are included (ui).
The formula is

IOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) = ∑n
j=1 wjbj, (2)

where (b1, b2, . . . , bn) is simply (a1, a2, . . . , an) reordered descending or ascending according to
the values of ui . bj is the ai value of the OWA pair < ui, ai > having the jth largest ui . ui is
the order inducing variable, and ai is the argument variable. These operators take argument pairs,
called OWA pairs, in which a component is used to induce an order on the second components that
are then added.

Among the extensions of the OWA operator that focus on the weight vector is the
heavy OWA (HOWA) operator [23]. In this extension, the weight vector is not ∑n

j=1 wj = 1
but is unbounded; therefore, the weighting vector can be 1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n. The definition
is as follows:

Definition 3. An HOWA operator is a mapping HOWA : Rn → R that is associated with
a weight vector w, where wj ∈ [0, 1] and 1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n, such that

HOWA (a1, a2, . . . , an) = ∑n
j=1 wjbj, (3)

where bj is the jth largest element of collection ai. It is also important to note that in some cases,
it is possible that the weight vector is −∞ ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ ∞, making it possible to under- or
overestimate the results according to the expectations of the decision maker. It is important to
note that Yager (2002) also developed a characteristic of the HOWA operator, which is called the
beta value. This beta value can be defined as β(W) = (|W| − 1)/(n− 1). Note that if β = 1,
we obtain the total operator, and if β = 0, we obtain the usual OWA operator.

Definition 4. The prioritized OWA (PrOWA) operator developed by Yager [40] is an aggregation
operator that is useful when problem-solving decision makers do not have the same standing in the
final decision. Thus, this operator allocates an additional impact to some decision makers and less to
others. This operator can be defined as follows (Yager 2008, 2009a). A prioritized OWA (PrOWA)
of dimension n is a mapping PrOWA : Rn → R that has an associated vk that is the corresponding
weight of the jth criterion in the ith category.where Ci(x) = ai ∈ [0, 1] is the degree of satisfaction
with criterion Ci by alternative x.

Vk ∈ [0, 1] and ∑n
k=1 Vk = 1, (4)

where aind(k) is the kth largest element of collection Ci(x).

C(x) = ∑q
i=1 ∑ni

h=1 wijCij(x), (5)

which allows us to obtain ind(j). We calculate this number using the subscript of the associated Ci.

R̃K = ∑k
i=1 rind(i), (6)

ri =
Ti

∑n
j=1 Tj

, (7)

vk = f
(

R̃K

)
− f

(
R̃K−1

)
, (8)

C(x) = ∑n
i=1 vk · aind(k), (9)

T1 = 1, Ti = Ci−1Ti−1 f or i = 2 to n, (10)
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where bj is the jth element that has the largest value of ui ; ui is the induced order of variables; v̂ij is
the corresponding weight of the jth criterion in the ith category for each i = 1, . . . , q and j = 1, . . . , ii
; and Cij(x) measures the satisfaction of the jth criterion in the ith group by alternative x ∈ X for
each i = 1, . . . , q and j = 1, . . . , ii.

Definition 5. A prioritized induced OWA (PIOWA) of dimension n is a mapping PIOWA :
Rnx Rn → R that has an associated weight vector w of dimension n, where wj ∈ [0, 1] and
∑n

j=1 wj = 1, such that

PIOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
q

∑
i=1

ni

∑
h=1

bjv̂ijCij(x), (11)

where bj is the jth element that has the largest value of ui ; ui is the induced order of variables; v̂ij is
the corresponding weight of the jth criterion in the ith category for each i = 1, . . . , q and j = 1, . . . , ii
; and Cij(x) measure the satisfaction of the jth criterion in the ith group by alternative x ∈ X for
each i = 1, . . . , q and j = 1, . . . , ii.

Another extension takes the reordering process of the IOWA operator and the un-
bounded weighting vector of the HOWA operator. This operator is called the induced
heavy OWA (IHOWA) operator. The definition is as follows (Merigó and Casanovas 2011).

Definition 6. An IHOWA operator of dimension n is a mapping IHOWA : Rn × Rn → R that
has an associated weighting vector W of dimension n with wj ∈ [0, 1] and 1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n such
that

IHOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) = ∑n
j=1 wjbj, (12)

where bj is the ai of the IHOWA pair < ui, ai > having the jth largest ui. ui is the order inducing
variable, and ai is the argument variable.

2.2. Bonferroni-OWA

In relation to soft mathematics and with respect to models that relate to the theory
of aggregation [32,38], there is the extension of Bonferroni that allows us to add, organize,
and relate information objectively and subjectively simultaneously. These models are the
same ones that are applicable in artificial intelligence. This operator is called the BON-OWA.
Compared to other models such as traditional statistics, the BON-OWA allows us to obtain
important results by treating information simultaneously [29].

Decision-making seeking to reduce uncertainty can improve the results by apply-
ing the Bonferroni average since it builds confidence intervals and maintains the global
confidence coefficient [17]. The operator is defined as follows:

B(a1, a2, . . . , an) =

 1
n

1
1− n ∑n

j = 1
j 6= k

ap,q
j


1

r+q

(13)

Definition 7. The Bonferroni OWA is mean-type aggregation operator. The main characteristics of
the Bonferroni average (Bonferroni 1950) are that the arguments a must be greater than or equal to
0, and the parameters p and q must be greater than or equal to 0. The algorithm that combines the
OWA operator and the Bonferroni average can be defined as:

BON−OWA(a1, . . . , an) =

(
1
n ∑i ap

i OWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q
, (14)
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where OWAW
(
Vi) represents the expression

 1
n−1 ∑n

j = 1
j 6= i

aq
j

 with (Vi) being the vector of all

ajs except ai and w being an n− 1 vector Wi associated with αi whose components wij are the OWA
weights. Let W be an OWA weighting vector of dimension n− 1 with components wi ∈ [0, 1]
when ∑i wi = 1. Then, we can define this aggregation as OWAW

(
Vi) = (∑n−1

j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where

aπk(j) is the largest element in the tuple Vi and wi =
1

n−1 for all i.

Definition 8. The Bonferroni IOWA (BON-IOWA) (Blanco-Mesa et al. 2019b) is a mean-type
aggregation operator that is defined as follows.

BON− IOWA(〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
(

1
n ∑i ar

i IOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q
, (15)

where
(
Vi) is the vector of all aj except ai. Let W be an OWA weighing vector of dimension n− 1

with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when ∑i wi = 1, where the weights are associated according to the
largest value of ui, and ui is the order-inducing variable. Then, we can define this aggregation
as IOWAW

(
Vi) = (

∑n−1
j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where aπk(j) is the largest element in the n−1 tuple Vi =

Vi = (〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈ui−1, ai−1〉, 〈ui+1, ai+1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉).

Definition 9. The Bonferroni HOWA (BON-HOWA) [31] is a mean-type aggregation operator
that has an associated weighting vector W with wi ∈ [0, 1] and 1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n such that:

BON−HOWA(a1, . . . , an) =

(
1
n ∑i ar

i HOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q
, (16)

where
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ai. Let W be an OWA weighing vector of dimension n− 1

with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when 1 ≤ ∑n
j=1 wj ≤ n. Thus, the sum of the weights wj is bounded

to n or can be unbounded if the weighting vector W = −∞ ≤ ∑n
j=1 wj ≤ ∞. Then, we can define

this aggregation as HOWAW
(
Vi) = (∑n−1

j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where aπk(j) is the largest element in the

n−1 tuple Vi = Vi = (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an).

Definition 10. The Bonferroni PrOWA (BON-PrOWA) [41] is a mean-type aggregation operator
that has an associated weighting vector W:

BON− PrOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
1
n

(
∑n−1

i=1 ar
i PrOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q , (17)

where
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ai. Let Wi be an OWA weighing vector of dimension n− 1

with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when ∑n
j=1 wj = 1. Wi is the vector of weights (associated with the

vector Vi) of all wjs except wi. r and q are parameters such that r, q ≥ 0. The ais are the some
prioritized ais, where column “i” is omitted to perform the sorting. A vector of n − 1 elements
remains. r is the exponent of ai.

Definition 11. The Bonferroni IHOWA (BON-IHOWA) [31] is a mean-type aggregation operator
that has an associated weighting vector W, where wi ∈ [0, 1] and 1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n, such that:

BON − IHOWA(〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
(

1
n ∑i ar

i IHOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q
, (18)

where
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ais. Let W be an OWA weighting vector of dimension

n− 1 with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when 1 ≤ ∑n
j=1 wj ≤ n. The weights are associated according
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to the largest value of ui, and ui is the order-inducing variable. Likewise, the sum of the weights wj
is bounded to n or can be unbounded if the weighting vector W = −∞ ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ ∞. Then,

we can define this aggregation as IHOWAw
(
Vi) = (∑n=1

j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where aπk(j) is the largest

element in the n−1 tuple Vi = Vi = (〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈ui−1, ai−1〉, 〈ui+1, ai+1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉).

3. New Propositions—Bonferroni Prioritized Induced Heavy OWA Operator

In this section, a new proposition considering the theoretical aspects and the revision
of the definitions of each of the methods necessary for its proposal is presented. Here, it is
important to mention that the authors of a previous work [35] established an approach that
improves the evaluation of the transparency index that considers the degree of importance,
reordering and weight factors. This approach seeks to improve the integration of informa-
tion by considering their interrelationship, their interdependence and the importance of the
information and including a nonlimited to zero weighting vector and an induced weighting
vector capable of assigning weights according to the highly complex conditions of the
analyzed phenomena [35,42]. Thus, this approach offers a better way to understand the in-
formation than just the measurement [42]. In this sense, the proposition presented is called
the Bonferroni prioritized induced heavy OWA operator (BON-PrIHOWA). From this
main proposal, the BON-PrOWA, PrIOWA and PrHOWA are also presented. Each of the
propositions is presented below.

Proposition 1. The Bonferroni PrOWA (BON-PrOWA) is a mean-type aggregation operator that
has an associated weighting vector W:

BON− PrOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
1
n

(
∑n−1

i=1 ar
i PrOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q , (19)

where
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ai. Let Wi be an OWA weighing vector of dimension n− 1

with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when ∑n
j=1 wj = 1. Wi is the vector of weights (associated with

the vector Vi) of all wjs except wi. r and q are parameters such that r, q ≥ 0, The ais are some
prioritized ais, where column “i” is omitted to perform the sorting. A vector of n − 1 elements
remains. r is the exponent of ai. PrOWAW

(
Vi) = (

∑n−1
j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where aπk(j) is the largest

element in the n − 1 tuple Vi = Vi = (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an).

Proposition 2. The Bonferroni PrIOWA is a mean-type aggregation operator that has an associated
weighting vector W:

BON− PrIOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
1
n

(
∑n−1

i=1 ar
i PrOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q , (20)

where
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ai. Let Wi be an OWA weighing vector of dimension n− 1

with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when ∑n
j=1 wj = 1. Wi is the vector of weights (associated with the

vector Vi) of all wjs except wi, the weights are associated according to the largest value of ui and ui is
the order-inducing variable. r and q are parameters such that r, q ≥ 0, The ais are some prioritized
ais, where column “i” is omitted to perform the sorting. A vector of n − 1 elements remains. r is
the exponent of ai. Then, PrIOWAW

(
Vi) = (∑n−1

j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where aπk(j) is the largest element

in the n − 1 tuple Vi = Vi = (〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈ui−1, ai−1〉, 〈ui+1, ai+1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉).

Proposition 3. The Bonferroni PrHOWA is a mean-type aggregation operator that has an associ-
ated weighting vector W:

BON− PrHOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
1
n

(
∑n−1

i=1 ar
i PrOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q , (21)
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where
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ai. Let Wi be an OWA weighing vector of dimension n− 1

with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when 1 ≤ ∑n
j=1 wj ≤ n. Wi is the vector of weights (associated

with the vector Vi) of all wjs except wi. Thus, the sum of the weights wj is bounded to n or can
be unbounded if the weighting vector W = −∞ ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ ∞. r and q are parameters such
that r, q ≥ 0. The ais are some prioritized ais, where column “i” is omitted to perform the sorting.
A vector of n − 1 elements remains. r is the exponent of ai. PrHOWAW

(
Vi) = (∑n−1

j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
,

where aπk(j) is the largest element in the n − 1 tuple Vi = Vi = (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an).

Proposition 4. The BON-PrIHOWA on
(
Vi) is the vector of all ajs except ai. Let Wi be an OWA

weighing vector of dimension n− 1 with components wi ∈ [0, 1], where 1 ≤ ∑n
j=1 wj ≤ n.

BON− PrIHOWA(〈u1, a1〉, 〈u2, a2〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
1
n

(
∑n−1

i=1 ar
i PrIHOWAW

(
Vi
)) 1

r+q , (22)

where Wi is the vector of weights (associated with the vector Vi) of all wjs except wi. Let W be an
OWA weighting vector of dimension n− 1 with components wi ∈ [0, 1] when 1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n,
where the weights are associated according to the largest value of ui and ui is the order-inducing
variable. The induced ui given to the elements ai is given in an ascending or a descending manner
according to the criteria of each decision maker. Therefore, each element ai has an associated
induced ui. Likewise, the sum of weights wj is bounded to n or can be unbounded if the weighting
vector W = −∞ ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ ∞. Likewise, r and q are parameters such that r, q ≥ 0. The
ais are the same prioritized ais, where column “i” is omitted to perform the sorting. A vector
of n − 1 elements remains. r is the exponent of ai. Then, we can define this aggregation as
PrIHOWAw

(
Vi) = (∑n=1

j=1 wiaπk(j)

)
, where aπk(j) is the largest element in the n−1 tuple Vi =

Vi = (〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈ui−1, ai−1〉, 〈ui+1, ai+1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉).

4. Evaluation of the Transparency Websites in Mexico
4.1. Aggregation Operators Calculation

The objective of this paper is to use and apply the operators proposed in Section 3 to
rank the transparency websites of the states in Mexico. As mentioned previously, govern-
ment transparency is vital for the development of countries, and therefore, the possibility
of using web pages to report and be able to make complaints and reports is of the utmost
importance to facilitate interaction with users. In Mexico, the transparency websites are
measured and ranked using five components, which are as follows [14]:

(a) Institutional arrangements. Refers to compliance with regulations;
(b) Open data. Refers to the amount of information published;
(c) Vertical collaboration. Measures the use and performance of the portal and the

complaints made;
(d) Horizontal collaboration. Measures the use of social networks, blogs and chats;
(e) Interface. Eases the use of the website.

The questionnaire used to measure these websites has 63 items, and within the present
investigation, the data from the last evaluation are used, which is that of 2017. The main
problem of the actual ranking is that all five components have the same importance to the
ranking. Because of that, not all states seek ways to improve their transparency because one
good component can improve the final score, even when some components have a score of
0. The qualification of each component for each of the 32 states of Mexico is given in Table
A1. Finally, the steps to use the BON-PrOWA operator and other extensions are as follows.

Step 1. Locate different experts that give information regarding each of the components
of the ranking of transparency websites. The information that will be requested is (a)
weights, (b) heavy weights and (c) induced values. The profile of the experts for this article
was as follows: (a) they had minimum of five years of experience within the government
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sector, specifically in areas related to transparency; and (b) they work or worked directly
with government transparency websites.

Step 2. With the information provided by each expert, generate different classifications
using the BON-OWA, BON-IOWA, BON-HOWA and BON-IHOWA operators.

Step 3. With the results obtained in Step 3, unify the information of the different
experts based on the BON-PrOWA, BON-PrIOWA, BON-PrHOWA and BON-PrIHOWA
operators, where the results of each expert are given a specific weight according to their
experience in the field.

Step 4. Finally, the results are compared and analyzed.
To more clearly visualize the process to obtain the results, a simplified graph is

presented (see Figure 1).
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4.2. Evaluation of the Determinants of Transparency

Step 1. The information was provided by five experts. The conditions for being selected
were as follows: (a) must be an active worker in an institution related to transparency and
(b) must have more than 10 years in a similar position. The information provided by the
experts is given in Tables 1–3.

Table 1. Weights provided by the experts.

Expert
Institutional

Arrangements
(c1)

Open Data
(c2)

Vertical Col-
laboration

(c3)

Horizontal
Collaboration

(c4)
Interface (c5)

e1 0.15 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.15
e2 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.10
e3 0.10 0.30 0.25 0.25 0.10
e4 0.15 0.15 0.30 0.20 0.20
e5 0.10 0.15 0.30 0.30 0.15
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Table 2. Heavy weights (heavy weights are the weights that will be used to calculate the heavy
ordered weighted average (HOWA) operator. Their difference with the weights in Table 1 is that
heavy weights are not bounded to ∑n

j=1 wj = 1; in this sense, the weighting vector can be from
1 ≤ ∑n

j=1 wj ≤ n) provided by the experts.

Expert
Institutional
Arrangement

(c1)

Open Data
(c2)

Vertical Col-
laboration

(c3)

Horizontal
Collaboration

(c4)
Interface (c5)

e1 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.20
e2 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.15
e3 0.10 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10
e4 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.20
e5 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.20

Table 3. Induced values provided by the experts. Induced values are the values that will be used in
the induced ordered weighted average (IOWA) operator, instead of a reordering step based on the
value of the arguments, in this case, will be based on the induced value determined by the experts,
generating a different reordering between the arguments and the weights. Also, the weights used in
the Bonferroni induced ordered weighted average (Bon-IOWA) and Bonferroni prioritized induced
ordered weighted average (Bon-PIOWA) operators are from Table 1 and for the Bonferroni induced
heavy ordered weighted average (Bon-IHOWA) and Bonferroni prioritized induced heavy ordered
weighted average (Bon-PIHOWA) operators are from Table 2.

Expert
Institutional

Arrangements
(c1)

Open Data
(c2)

Vertical Col-
laboration

(c3)

Horizontal
Collaboration

(c4)
Interface (c5)

e1 5 2 1 3 4
e2 4 2 1 3 5
e3 3 2 1 4 5
e4 5 4 2 3 1
e5 5 2 3 1 4

Step 2. With the information provided in Step 1, generate the results using the BON-
OWA, BON-IOWA, BON-HOWA and BON-IHOWA operators to understand the process
that has been performed. An example using the information of expert 1 for the state of
Zacatecas will be explained in detail, assuming that the process will be the same for all
other states and experts. The values of q and p are equal to 1.

The first thing is determine the vectors Vi, and the results are

V1 = (90, 56, 85.71, 60)
V2 = (56, 85.71, 60, 100)
V3 = (85.71, 60, 100, 90)

V4 = (60, 100, 90, 56)
V5 = (100, 90, 56, 85.71)

Next, the BON-OWA operator is applied. Then, a weight is assigned to each attribute
according to a maximum criterion, and the results are

V1 = [(90× 0.30) + (56× 0.15) + (85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20)] = 64.54
V2 = [(56× 0.15 + 85.71× 0.20 + 60× 0.20 + 100× 0.30)] = 67.54
V3 = (85.71× 0.15 + 60× 0.15 + 100× 0.20 + 90× 0.20) = 59.86

V4 = (60× 0.15 + 100× 0.30 + 90× 0.20 + 56× 0.15) = 65.40
V5 = (100× 0.30 + 90× 0.20 + 56× 0.15 + 85.71× 0.15) = 69.26

BON −OWA =
(
[(64.54×100)+(67.54×90)+(59.86×56)+(65.40×85.71)+(69.26×60)]

5

) 1
1+1

BON −OWA = 71.62
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All the results for each state and expert are presented in Table A2.
In the case of the calculation for the BON-IOWA operator, the vectors Vi are the same

as those used in the BON-OWA operator. The next step is the association of the weights
with the attributes that in this case will be performed by using the induced variables instead
of the values of the attributes. Here, the results for Zacatecas are the following.

V1 = [(90× 0.20) + (56× 0.30) + (85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.15)] = 64.11
V2 = [(56× 0.20) + (85.71× 0.30) + (60× 0.20) + (100× 0.15)] = 66.11
V3 = [(85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20) + (100× 0.15) + (90× 0.15)] = 59.86

V4 = [(60× 0.30) + (100× 0.20) + (90× 0.15) + (56× 0.15)] = 65.40
V5 = [(100× 0.20) + (90× 0.30) + (56× 0.15) + (85.71× 0.15)] = 68.26

BON − IOWA =
(
[(64.11×100)+(66.11×90)+(59.86×56)+(65.40×85.71)+(68.26×60)]

5

) 1
1+1

BON −OWA = 71.29

All the results for each state and expert are presented in Table A3.
In the case of the BON-HOWA operator, the vectors Vi are also the same, but the

weights will the ones presented in Table 2 and will be ordered with the arguments with a
maximum criterion. Therefore, the results for Zacatecas are the following.

V1 = [(90× 0.30) + (56× 0.20) + (85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20)] = 67.34
V2 = [(56× 0.20) + (85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20) + (100× 0.30)] = 70.34
V3 = [(85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20) + (100× 0.20) + (90× 0.20)] = 67.14

V4 = [(60× 0.20) + (100× 0.30) + (90× 0.20) + (56× 0.20)] = 71.20
V5 = [(100× 0.30) + (90× 0.20) + (56× 0.20) + (85.71× 0.20)] = 76.34

Bon− HOWA =
(
[(67.34×100)+(70.34×90)+(67.14×56)+(71.20×85.71)+(76.34×60)]

5

) 1
1+1

BON − HOWA = 74.17

All the results for each state and expert are presented in Table A4.
Finally, the BON-IHOWA operator is constructed. The vectors Vi are the same as the

other operators, but the weights will be the ones in Table 2 and will be ordered based on
the induced values of Table 3 The results for Zacatecas are the following.

V1 = [(90× 0.20) + (56× 0.30) + (85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20)] = 66.91
V2 = [(56× 0.20) + (85.71× 0.30) + (60× 0.20) + (100× 0.20)] = 68.91
V3 = [(85.71× 0.20) + (60× 0.20) + (100× 0.20) + (90× 0.20)] = 67.14

V4 = [(60× 0.30) + (100× 0.20) + (90× 0.20) + (56× 0.20)] = 71.20
V5 = [(100× 0.20) + (90× 0.30) + (56× 0.20) + (85.71× 0.20)] = 75.34

BON − IHOWA =
(
[(66.91×100)+(68.91×90)+(67.14×56)+(71.20×85.71)+(75.34×60)]

5

) 1
1+1

BON − IHOWA = 73.86

All the results for each state and expert are presented in Table A5.
Step 3. With all the results obtained in Step 2, the results for the BON-POWA, BON-

PIOWA, BON-PHOWA and BON-PIHOWA operators can be obtained. The weights
associated with each expert are the following: e1 = 0.30, e1 = 0.10, e1 = 0.20, e1 = 0.15 and
e1 = 0.25. The result for each operator for Zacatecas is as follows.

BON − POWA = [(71.62× 0.30) + (72.77× 0.10) + (72.60× 0.20) + (71.12× 0.15) + (72.47× 0.25)] = 72.07
BON − PIOWA = [(71.29× 0.30) + (71.97× 0.10) + (71.77× 0.20) + (70.77× 0.15) + (71.32× 0.25)] = 71.39
BON − PHOWA = [(74.17× 0.30) + (75.28× 0.10) + (76.06× 0.20) + (73.77× 0.15) + (75.48× 0.25)] = 74.93
BON − PIHOWA = [(73.86× 0.30) + (74.63× 0.10) + (75.21× 0.20) + (73.44× .15) + (74.75× 0.25)] = 74.37

The results for all the states are presented in Table A6.
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4.3. Discussion of the Results

After an analysis of the different results obtained and presented in Tables A2–A6,
the main changes that are found are as follows.

Based on the top 10 results of the different aggregation operators and experts, the first
four positions do not change at all with the different aggregation operators and experts.
In this sense, even when the importance of each component varies, the four best states
remain the same: Zacatecas, Oaxaca, Nuevo Leon and Puebla. Then, according to the
aggregation operator and expert that we analyze, the ranking can change. For example,
in ranks five and six, we usually find the states of San Luis Potosi and Nayarit, respectively,
but with the use of the BON-IHOWA operator, the positions change to Nayarit and San
Luis Potosi, respectively. The other remaining positions vary, but the states remain the
same and are Tlaxcala, Sonora, Yucatan and Queretaro.

Based on the bottom 10 results, the first four positions (as in the case of the top 10)
remain the same considering the different aggregation operators and experts. In this
sense, the worst states are Chihuahua, Ciudad de Mexico, Aguascalientes and Campeche.
Then, the fifth and sixth positions are Tabasco and Guerrero depending on the aggregation
operator and expert. Finally, positions seven to ten can change drastically. For example,
for expert 1, from the BON-OWA operator, Chiapas is considered among the bottom 10
states and Jalisco is not; however, according to the information provided by expert 2, Jalisco
is among the bottom 10 and Chiapas is not. This is important because in this process, it is
possible to see that depending on the importance that is given to the information, the states
can be or cannot be in the bottom 10 list.

The same analysis can be performed for the states in the middle of the ranking,
and they change positions based on the different experts and aggregation operators. First,
the top 10 of the lists does not change at all, but it is possible to see some notable changes
as the ones explained in the bottom 10 analysis. This information is important for policy-
makers and governments to analyze to change and implement public policies according
to the deficiency of each state, which can vary depending on the importance given to the
components. Additionally, as seen, the ranking changes, and the benefits and government
support for the states can be rearranged because of their positions in the ranking.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this document is to present the new BON-PrIHOWA operator.
The main features of this new proposition are that one can combine a nonrestricted to one
weighting vector, an induced vector that assigns weights to the attributes and a prioritized
vector that unifies the opinions of the decision makers in a group decision-making process,
where not all stakeholders have the same importance in the computation.

Additionally, in this document, the main definitions of the BON-PrIHOWA operator
are included, and it is important to mention that the BON-PrIHOWA can be reduced to
the PrIOWA, PrHOWA, IHOWA, and OWA. This is suggested when the complexity of
the problem is minimal and not very extensive. However, the design of this operator,
its functionality and its operability are intended for complex phenomena with highly
dynamic information. This is the case, e.g., when a combination of expert information is
required to assess open government initiatives and public policies.

The complete design of the BON-PrIHOWA operator uses a ranking of transparency
websites for Mexico. Among the main results, it was possible to identify that the top
and bottom four states remained the same even when the weights, operators and experts
changed. This is important because their positions cannot change easily. However, other po-
sitions can also change drastically depending on the operator or expert and, because of
that, the perception of transparency of the citizens and governors. The main component
that changes the ranking is the importance that is given to each component of transparency
websites. When the weights assigned to each result are not 1

n , but rather they depend on
the focus and goals of each government, the score can change drastically. This change in
the weights is important because not all information can be treated in the same way since
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the characteristics, objectives and goals of the states are not always the same. They are
derived from their demographic, economic, and geographic characteristics, among others,
in such a way that treating similar information is not appropriate. The idea of identifying
changes in the ranking can improve the public policies that are established because the
ranking can be established not only by using the average of the components but also by
using a specific operator depending on the individual characteristics of the state.

For future research, more extensions of the OWA operator can be conceived with
the use of distance operators [43], Bonferroni means [17,29,44], moving averages [45–48],
forgotten effects [47,49], the least square deviation [50,51] or logarithmic operators [52,53].
This is important when the subjectivity and the uncertainty of the decision–making process
are presented. With the use of aggregation operators and other fuzzy techniques, it is
possible to generate new scenarios based on the expertise and expectations of the decision
makers. Additionally, the use of different coefficients to test the similarity between the rank-
ings will be useful to compare rankings in decision-making fields [54]. Finally, these new
techniques can be applied in different areas such as economics, finance, engineering, social
science and other areas [55] where the idea and characteristics of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets
can be used [56,57].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Ranking of the transparency portal of the states of Mexico.

Ranking State
Institutional

Arrange-
ments

Open Data Vertical Col-
laboration

Horizontal
Collabora-

tion
Interface Total

1 Zacatecas 90 56 85.71 60 100 78.34
2 Oaxaca 50 92 100 40 90.91 74.58
3 Nuevo Leon 80 88 85.71 30 81.82 73.11
4 Puebla 80 80 71.43 40 81.82 70.65
5 Nayarit 80 76 71.43 30 72.73 66.03
6 San Luis Potosí 90 80 57.14 30 72.73 65.97
7 Tlaxcala 90 44 71.43 30 81.82 63.45
8 Sonora 80 48 71.43 40 72.73 62.43
9 Yucatán 90 60 57.14 20 81.82 61.79
10 Querétaro 70 52 71.43 40 72.73 61.23
11 Quintara Roo 80 56 42.86 50 63.64 58.50

12 Estado de
México 90 60 42.86 40 45.45 55.66

13 Guanajuato 70 60 71.43 20 45.45 53.38
14 Michoacán 90 48 28.57 20 72.73 51.86
15 Sinaloa 80 28 42.86 30 72.73 50.72
16 Coahuila 100 64 28.57 0 54.55 49.42
17 Veracruz 90 44 28.57 0 81.82 48.88
18 Baja California 70 28 57.14 20 63.64 47.76
19 Morelos 50 40 57.14 40 45.45 46.52
20 Hidalgo 90 36 28.57 20 54.55 45.82
21 Colima 90 36 28.57 0 63.64 43.64
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Table A1. Cont.

Ranking State
Institutional

Arrange-
ments

Open Data Vertical Col-
laboration

Horizontal
Collabora-

tion
Interface Total

22 Jalisco 70 40 28.57 40 27.27 41.17

23 Baja California
Sur 50 36 42.86 40 36.36 41.04

24 Tamaulipas 50 32 28.57 30 63.64 40.84
25 Chiapas 80 44 14.29 0 63.64 40.39
26 Durango 80 36 28.57 10 45.45 40.00
27 Guerrero 50 24 57.14 40 27.27 39.68
28 Tabasco 60 40 28.57 0 63.64 38.44
29 Campeche 70 36 14.29 0 54.55 34.97
30 Aguascalientes 40 24 28.57 0 27.27 23.97

31 Ciudad de
México 40 20 14.29 0 36.36 22.13

32 Chihuahua 30 12 0 0 45.45 17.49

Table A2. Bon-OWA operator results.

States e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

Zacatecas 71.62 72.77 72.60 71.12 72.47
Oaxaca 67.75 70.10 69.48 67.75 69.63

Nuevo Leon 66.19 68.30 67.87 66.23 68.02
Puebla 63.93 65.61 65.20 64.03 65.41
Nayarit 59.85 61.66 61.31 59.93 61.38

San Luis Potosí 60.08 62.46 61.73 60.46 62.25
Tlaxcala 58.40 60.19 59.86 57.93 59.80
Sonora 57.06 58.27 58.03 56.72 58.05
Yucatán 56.74 59.01 58.63 56.68 58.48

Querétaro 55.72 56.81 56.61 55.45 56.61
Quintara Roo 53.38 54.43 54.15 53.54 54.28

Estado de México 50.73 51.93 51.52 51.09 51.85
Guanajuato 48.68 50.56 50.14 48.53 50.26
Michoacán 47.66 49.94 49.18 47.95 49.67

Sinaloa 46.95 48.07 47.98 46.59 47.67
Coahuila 44.58 48.27 46.95 45.40 47.98
Veracruz 44.81 47.80 46.97 45.00 47.31

Baja California 44.02 45.53 45.23 43.54 45.21
Morelos 42.22 42.51 42.46 42.08 42.45
Hidalgo 42.01 43.56 43.14 42.11 43.26
Colima 39.93 42.36 41.79 39.99 41.87
Jalisco 37.52 38.51 38.19 37.74 38.44

Baja California Sur 37.23 37.49 37.46 37.13 37.43
Tamaulipas 36.91 37.43 37.31 36.84 37.39

Chiapas 36.62 39.77 38.53 37.23 39.55
Durango 36.53 38.33 37.84 36.65 38.05
Guerrero 36.52 36.99 37.10 36.10 36.73
Tabasco 35.23 37.63 37.01 35.34 37.24

Campeche 31.78 34.34 33.39 32.22 34.12
Aguascalientes 21.89 23.15 22.91 21.81 22.92

Ciudad de México 20.31 21.63 21.30 20.37 21.39
Chihuahua 15.36 16.50 15.94 15.71 16.50
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Table A3. Bon-IOWA operator results.

States e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

Zacatecas 71.29 71.97 71.77 70.77 71.32
Oaxaca 67.53 69.53 67.46 67.52 68.72

Nuevo Leon 66.13 68.11 66.85 66.14 67.83
Puebla 63.90 65.38 64.43 63.98 65.08
Nayarit 59.74 61.54 60.43 59.78 61.24

San Luis Potosí 59.80 61.88 60.70 60.07 61.43
Tlaxcala 57.93 59.31 58.54 57.67 58.54
Sonora 56.88 57.56 57.31 56.59 57.04
Yucatán 55.93 58.85 56.73 56.21 58.31

Querétaro 55.67 56.30 55.99 55.41 55.88
Quintara Roo 52.82 54.14 53.45 53.10 53.81

Estado de México 49.96 51.48 50.88 50.07 51.20
Guanajuato 48.49 50.13 48.74 48.34 49.81
Michoacán 46.47 49.20 47.53 47.24 48.60

Sinaloa 45.80 47.60 46.52 45.98 46.98
Coahuila 43.93 47.11 45.50 44.54 46.54
Veracruz 43.18 47.20 44.29 44.16 46.46

Baja California 43.70 44.58 44.16 43.36 43.85
Morelos 41.93 42.27 42.14 41.81 42.09
Hidalgo 40.72 43.08 41.67 41.23 42.63
Colima 38.41 41.92 39.63 39.13 41.46
Jalisco 36.98 38.08 37.62 37.10 37.65

Baja California Sur 37.04 37.30 37.21 36.95 37.20
Tamaulipas 36.45 37.27 36.58 36.58 37.15

Chiapas 35.55 38.62 36.68 36.61 37.90
Durango 35.67 37.82 36.73 36.01 37.54
Guerrero 36.16 36.59 36.34 35.73 36.24
Tabasco 34.46 37.23 35.12 34.90 36.67

Campeche 30.78 33.48 31.76 31.64 32.91
Aguascalientes 21.72 22.88 22.31 21.66 22.76

Ciudad de México 19.62 21.41 20.10 20.01 21.08
Chihuahua 14.13 15.94 15.00 14.94 15.66

Table A4. Bon-HOWA operator results.

States e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

Zacatecas 74.17 75.28 76.06 73.77 75.48
Oaxaca 69.82 72.11 73.16 69.82 72.25

Nuevo Leon 68.33 70.38 71.55 68.33 71.00
Puebla 66.24 67.86 68.66 66.35 68.28
Nayarit 61.82 63.57 64.61 61.88 64.08

San Luis Potosí 61.86 64.17 65.01 62.19 64.60
Tlaxcala 59.95 61.70 62.77 59.53 62.01
Sonora 59.00 60.17 60.86 58.68 60.45
Yucatán 58.05 60.26 61.68 58.09 60.66

Querétaro 57.74 58.79 59.44 57.49 59.05
Quintara Roo 55.30 56.31 56.78 55.48 56.49

Estado de México 52.43 53.59 53.96 52.73 53.81
Guanajuato 50.00 51.84 52.81 49.85 52.23
Michoacán 48.60 50.83 51.55 48.96 51.03

Sinaloa 48.10 49.20 50.09 47.85 49.31
Coahuila 44.96 48.62 49.55 45.74 48.97
Veracruz 45.09 48.07 49.30 45.40 48.33

Baja California 45.07 46.54 47.39 44.61 46.77
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Table A4. Cont.

States e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

Morelos 43.98 44.26 44.44 43.85 44.33
Hidalgo 42.90 44.42 45.09 43.05 44.50
Colima 40.18 42.61 43.81 40.35 42.85
Jalisco 38.71 39.67 39.99 38.92 39.87

Baja California Sur 38.79 39.04 39.24 38.70 39.12
Tamaulipas 38.30 38.80 39.07 38.35 39.00

Chiapas 36.80 39.93 40.51 37.44 40.08
Durango 37.15 38.92 39.69 37.31 39.16
Guerrero 37.66 38.11 38.77 37.27 38.27
Tabasco 35.56 37.94 39.00 35.76 38.24

Campeche 31.94 34.49 35.08 32.42 34.64
Aguascalientes 22.19 23.44 24.16 22.11 23.72

Ciudad de México 20.45 21.76 22.36 20.56 21.89
Chihuahua 15.36 16.50 16.50 15.71 16.50

Table A5. Bon-IHOWA operator results.

States e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

Zacatecas 73.86 74.63 75.21 73.44 74.75
Oaxaca 69.61 71.57 70.72 69.60 71.66

Nuevo Leon 68.27 70.27 70.30 68.25 70.88
Puebla 66.21 67.66 67.71 66.29 68.06
Nayarit 61.71 63.50 63.56 61.73 63.99

San Luis Potosí 61.58 63.69 63.89 61.81 64.08
Tlaxcala 59.50 60.93 61.38 59.28 61.21
Sonora 58.83 59.57 60.06 58.55 59.80
Yucatán 57.25 60.18 59.78 57.64 60.55

Querétaro 57.69 58.33 58.68 57.45 58.58
Quintara Roo 54.76 56.16 56.24 55.06 56.19

Estado de México 51.69 53.40 53.62 51.73 53.39
Guanajuato 49.82 51.55 51.14 49.67 51.94
Michoacán 47.43 50.21 50.19 48.26 50.33

Sinaloa 46.98 48.80 48.95 47.26 48.86
Coahuila 44.31 47.68 48.12 44.89 48.04
Veracruz 43.47 47.51 46.90 44.56 47.78

Baja California 44.75 45.69 46.23 44.44 45.91
Morelos 43.71 44.10 44.22 43.59 44.10
Hidalgo 41.64 44.18 44.02 42.19 44.10
Colima 38.68 42.34 42.00 39.49 42.58
Jalisco 38.19 39.47 39.61 38.30 39.36

Baja California Sur 38.61 38.96 39.03 38.52 38.98
Tamaulipas 37.86 38.75 38.42 38.11 38.85

Chiapas 35.73 38.84 38.81 36.82 39.00
Durango 36.31 38.68 38.82 36.68 38.83
Guerrero 37.31 37.87 38.04 36.91 37.95
Tabasco 34.79 37.56 37.09 35.32 37.87

Campeche 30.94 33.70 33.63 31.84 33.85
Aguascalientes 22.03 23.33 23.51 21.96 23.62

Ciudad de México 19.77 21.56 21.27 20.21 21.69
Chihuahua 14.13 15.94 16.06 14.94 15.94
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Table A6. Results of prioritized Bonferroni operators.

States Bon-POWA Bon-PIOWA Bon-PHOWA Bon-PIHOWA

Zacatecas 72.07 71.39 74.93 74.37
Oaxaca 68.80 68.01 71.32 70.54

Nuevo Leon 67.20 66.90 69.85 69.53
Puebla 64.74 64.46 67.41 67.13
Nayarit 60.72 60.44 63.13 62.83

San Luis Potosí 61.25 60.64 63.46 62.91
Tlaxcala 59.15 58.30 61.14 60.41
Sonora 57.57 57.03 59.80 59.35
Yucatán 57.77 57.02 59.65 58.93

Querétaro 56.19 55.81 58.47 58.14
Quintara Roo 53.89 53.37 56.02 55.60

Estado de México 51.34 50.62 53.24 52.68
Guanajuato 49.53 49.01 51.28 50.77
Michoacán 48.74 47.60 50.07 49.11

Sinaloa 47.39 46.45 48.87 48.07
Coahuila 46.40 45.31 47.37 46.43
Veracruz 46.20 44.77 47.08 45.80

Baja California 44.64 43.87 46.04 45.38
Morelos 42.33 42.03 44.17 43.93
Hidalgo 42.72 41.70 43.91 43.07
Colima 41.04 39.88 41.84 40.81
Jalisco 38.02 37.40 39.38 38.91

Baja California Sur 37.34 37.13 38.97 38.81
Tamaulipas 37.15 36.75 38.69 38.35

Chiapas 38.14 36.83 38.77 37.64
Durango 37.37 36.62 38.36 37.73
Guerrero 36.67 36.19 38.02 37.61
Tabasco 36.35 35.49 37.18 36.38

Campeche 33.01 31.90 33.57 32.62
Aguascalientes 22.47 22.21 23.08 22.84

Ciudad de México 20.92 20.32 21.34 20.79
Chihuahua 15.93 14.99 16.04 15.27
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